Seasons Greetings
With the Holiday Season upon us, we find ourselves reflecting on the past year and on
those who have helped to shape our business in a most significant way. We value our
relationship with you and look forward to working with you in the years to come. We promise
to continue to be innovators and are dedicated to being a leader in architectural and
specialty lighting products delivering the best quality products and services in the years to
come. We wish you a very happy Holiday Season and a New Year filled with peace and
prosperity.
~ Magic Lite Staff

SAVE
10%

As a special thank you, we are offering 10% off.
Any orders placed on our LED Downlights over
$2,000 will be given 10% off,
just reference promo code "christmas."

New and Improved Products
Thin-Line Series Down Lights
To add to our already impressive Thin-Line family of
3”,4”,6”,8”,10” and 12” variations, we have bolstered our
selection with our brand-new square recessed 4” and 6”
fixtures featuring a round mounting base for easy
installation. Also, recently released are our new square and round surface recessed
fixtures, available in 6”,8”,10” and 12”, 3000K or 4000K and a multitude of finishes.
These downlights feature edge lit technology to eliminate hot spots and are cETLus
listed for wet locations, eliminating the need for 2 separate fixtures. These fixtures

are Energy Star approved and have a 5 year warranty.

Click HERE for more information.

Wall Sconces, Vanity Lights & Ceiling Lights
Magic Lite is pleased to announce our new selection of decorative
lighting options for a multitude of applications, providing designer
quality light solutions while maintaining tremendous energy
saving. Our ever expanding selection of LED lighting solutions now
includes our brand-new Vanity Lights, Wall Sconces and Ceiling lights for a variety of
uses including residential, commercial and the hospitality industry.

Click HERE for more information.

Feature Projects & Applications
Rusty’s at Blue, Blue M ountain –
eSTRIP
The owners of Rusty’s at Blue wanted a new
unique look while respecting a reasonable
budget. Magic Lite selected eSTRIP for a
product that would produce the WOW effect, yet
respect their budget and with an ease of
installation.
The results are quite impressive!
eSTRIP is made with ultra-bright LED’s encased in a durable
PVC flexible extrusion providing a clean neon look at a fraction
of the price and 1/10 of the energy consumption.

eSTRIP is ETL approved and is fully field cuttable making it very
simple to install available in red, blue, green, amber, warm
white, white and RGB!
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